THE HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE TABLE COLLECTION
**ErgoStat Pro**

- **Best for:** Light duty work with more height adjustability
- **Riser Frame:** 29 inches of component adjustment above surface
- **Surface length:** 36, 42, 48, 60, 72 inches
- **Surface depth:** 24, 30, 36 inches
- **Adjustability:** Electric, 26" height range
- **Load Capacity:** 250 pounds, evenly distributed (Base)

---

**ErgoStat**

- **Best for:** Heavy duty, individual or shared work
- **Riser Frame:** 36 inches of component adjustment above surface
- **Surface length:** 36, 48, 60, 72 and 96 inches
- **Surface depth:** 30 or 36 inches
- **Adjustability:** Electric or pin-adjustable, 15” or 18” height range
- **Load Capacity:** 750 pounds, evenly distributed (Base)

---

**Table Base**

- **Best for:** Individual task work
- **Surface length:** 36, 48, 60, 72 and 96 inches
- **Surface depth:** 24, 30 and 36 inches
- **Adjustability:** Electric or pin-adjustable, 15” or 18” height range
- **Load Capacity:** 750 pounds, evenly distributed

---

**WorkTable**

- **Best for:** Teams can work on both sides
- **Surface length:** 48, 60, 72 and 96 inches
- **Surface depth:** 30, 36, 42 and 48 inches
- **Adjustability:** Electric or pin-adjustable, 15” or 18” height range
- **Load Capacity:** 750 pounds, evenly distributed

---

**4-Legged Table**

- **Best for:** Heavy equipment needs
- **Surface length:** 48, 60, 72 and 96 inches
- **Surface depth:** 24, 30 and 36 inches
- **Adjustability:** Threaded fasteners, 14” height range
- **Load Capacity:** 1,000 pounds, evenly distributed
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